2016 SUMMER INTERNSHIP
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE AND ARCHITECTURE
STUDENTS AND RECENT GRADUATES

APPLY BY FEBRUARY 12, 2016
MORE INFORMATION AT GGNLTD.COM

EMAIL INTERNSHIP@GGNLTD.COM
Rolling Internship Announcement and Guidelines

Overview

Gustafson Guthrie Nichol (GGN) is seeking talented applicants for paid internship positions. Our rolling internships, of varied duration, are open to landscape architecture and architecture students or recent graduates from the United States and abroad.

The GGN internship program will offer exposure to many facets of contemporary landscape architectural practice. Interns will work with GGN project teams to produce site plans, renderings, digital and physical models, AutoCAD drawings, and presentations for our current projects. Interns will gain experience working outside the office by accompanying project managers on local construction site visits and project team meetings. Interns will also have the opportunity to participate in our internal monthly design review process and may focus on projects with high public and social value, and impact. During the internship, each participant may prepare and give a presentation of his or her work to the office and have a portfolio review and critique with a Principal. We will support any student that wishes to receive academic credit for this internship.

Eligibility

Applicants must be either citizens of the United States, or have existing valid work permits to work in the US throughout the full duration of the internship. Applicants must also be fluent in written and spoken English.

Location

Interns will work from GGN’s Seattle office.

Work Schedule and Duration

An internship typically lasts several months; applicants should specify if they wish to intern for a semester, summer or a certain number of months. Interns are expected to work 40 hours per week – Monday to Friday. Considerations will be made for part-time internships for Seattle-based students during their academic year. Should you be selected for an internship, please do not expect to be offered a full-time salaried position at the end of the term.

To Apply

The deadline to apply for a Summer 2016 internship is February 12, 2016. Please email your concise resume and portfolio PDF’s to Internship@ggnltd.com with INTERNSHIP and ‘your desired time frame’ in the Subject line. Include the following attachments:
1) Cover letter including:
   - AutoCAD, Rhino, and Adobe Creative Suite proficiency
   - Model making abilities and experience
   - Anticipated Degree or Degree
   - Dates available
2) Resume
3) Work Samples (5 pages & 7MB maximum. Links to online portfolios aren’t accepted.)
   - Evaluation will place significant emphasis on your design and graphic communication skills
   - Should depict high-quality examples of your hand and/or computer aided graphics
   - Show that you want to design and make landscape architecture and/or architecture

Due to the anticipated number of applications, we cannot provide individual confirmation of receipt of applications.

Thank you for your interest in an internship with us.
Contact Internship@ggnltd.com with any questions.